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A new method isproposed to compute he canonical form for binary forms of odd degree, with 
coefficients in a field of characteristic 0. The method is based on an extension of Berlekamp's 
algorithm for the decoding of Reed-Solomon codes. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of canonical forms for binary forms with complex coefficients was initiated by 
Sylvester (1912) in 1851 who proved that, generically, a binary form of odd degree 
d= 2t - l ,  
d 
P= ~, aiXiY d-~ (at ~ C), 
i=0  
can be written as a sum of, at most, t dth powers of linear forms 
P = ~, (~jX- ~j y)d (%/~j ~ C, v < t). 
.i=1 
The unique representation with the minimal number of dth powers is called the canonical 
form for the binary form P. Here "generically" means that the assertion holds on a subset 
of the affine space of binary forms of degree d which contains a nonempty Zariski-open 
subset. As the canonical form for a binary form gives information on the behaviour of the 
binary form under a linear change of coordinates, the theory of canonical forms and the 
related theory of apolarity for binary forms have been studied within classical invariant 
theory. We refer to Meyer (1904) for a survey on work before 1900, and to Gurevich (1964), 
Kung and Rota (1984), Kung (1986; 1987), and Lascoux (1987) for modern accounts. 
Applications to the geometry of rational plane curves can be found in Grace and Young 
(1903). 
In this paper, we propose a new method to compute canonical forms for binary forms of 
odd degree d = 2t -  l, one that is more efficient han the methods of Sylvester (1912) or 
Gundelfinger (1887) where determinants of (t • t)-matrices have to be evaluated. The 
organisation of the paper is as follows. In Theorem 1 we briefly recall the definition and 
some properties of canonical forms, including the non-generic ase. Then, in Theorem 2, 
we present an algorithm that computes the canonical form for a binary form of odd degree. 
This algorithm can also be used in the theory of apolarity to compute a nonzero binary 
form of minimal degree that is apolar to a given binary form of odd or even degree. 
In what follows, let K be a field of characteristic 0, let F be the algebraic losure of K, let 
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Gal(F/K) be the Galois group of F over K, and let ~ be the set of nonnegative integers. 
Let Ku  {co} be the projective line over K, let de N, and let K[X1, Y-In denote the vector 
space of binary forms over K of degree d. For PeK[X ,  Y]a, we shall consider 
representations 
re(z)- 1 
P = ~ ~ 2(z,j)(z;j), 
~v ~=o (*) 
where V c F u {oo}, X~ v re(z) < d+ 1, ,~(z,j) ~ F, 2(z, re(z)- -  1) # 0, and (z;j) e K[X,  Y]a 
is defined by 
We call Xz ~ v re(z) the "length" of the representation although some 2(z,j) may be zero. A 
representation is said to be Gal(F/K)-invariant if Gal(F/K) permutes the terms of the sum. 
Note that, if re(z) = 1 for all z e V, P is a sum ofv dth powers of linear forms over F, where 
v = no. of elements of V. 
THEOREM 1. (Sylvester (1912)) Let l be the least integer greater than or equal to (d+ 1)/2. 
Then every P e K[X,  Y]n has a Gal(F/K)-invariant representation (*) of length not greater 
than I. I f  d is odd, the representation of minimal ength is unique, GaI(F/K)-invariant, and is 
called the canonical form for P. I f  K is algebraically closed, then, generically, re(z) = l for all 
zeV. 
REMARK 1. If d is even, the representation f minimal ength is, in general, not unique, and 
canonical forms are defined in a slightly different way (el. Sylvester, 1912; Cayley, 1857; 
Kung, 1987). 
EXAMPLES. (a) Let d = 5 and 
p = X 5 + 10X 3 y2 _ 30X 2 ya + 5X Y*-- 15 yS. 
Then l = 3 and the canonical form for P is 
P -- (x+ y )5_  88  +  88  5 = ( -  1: 0 ) -  88  0)+88 0). 
Hence, by a linear change of coordinates, P can be brought into the 
XS+256(X _vxs  256vs 
(b) Let d = 5 and 
P = X 5 -5X4Y+ 10X3Y 2 - lOX2Ya_5XY* -2y  5. 
Then l = 3 and the canonical form for P is 
P = (X--  y)5 _ yS_  lOXY4 = (i; 0)+(oo; 0)-2(00; 1). 
Hence, by a linear 
X s - IOXY* -  11Y s. 
(c) Let d = 5 and 
form 
change of coordinates, P can be transformed into the trinomial 
P = 3Xs- IOX4Y+4OXay2+4OXY*+8ys"  
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Then 1 = 3 and the canonical form for P is 
P = ~X--  Y) s +~(X+2Y) 5= ~(1; 0)+~(--2: 0). 
Hence, by a linear change of coordinates, P can be transformed into the binomial X s + yS. 
THEOREM 2. For a binary form P e K[X, YJd, a Gal(F/K)-invariant representation (*) of 
minimal ength can be computed in two steps: 
(1) Write 
d-i 
i=0 
and use the algorithm whose flowchart is shown in Figure 1 to compute a nonnegative integer 
v and polynomials 
V--1 
A(Y) = ~, A~Y i and f~(e) = Z Oi r~. 
i=O I=0 
In the algorithm, B(Y), D(Y), T(Y), and V(Y) are auxiliary polynomials, and r counts the 
iterations from 0 to d. t is the greatest integer less than or equal to (d+ 1)/2. Note that all 
polynomial multiplications can be implemented as shifts, and that only the arithmetic of K 
(e.g., rational arithmetic) is used. 
(2) Define binary forms A(X, Y) ~ K[X, Y], and f~(X, Y) ~ K[X,  Y'lv_ 1 by A(X, Y)= 
XvA(Y/X) and ~(X, Y)= X~-I~)(Y/X). Then the Gal(F/K)-invariant representation of 
minimal ength 
m(~.~- i 
P = Ez~ v 2(z,j)(z;j) 
j=0  
is given as follows: V is the vanishing set of A in F u {oo}, and, for z E V, m(z) is the 
multiplicity of z as a root of A. Furthermore, 
2(z, re(z)- 1) = f2(z)/A("(z))lzA, 
and, for j = 1, 2, ..., re(z)- 1, we have the recursion 
J 
2(z, re(z)- 1 --j) = [A(J)Izf~- ~ 2(z, re(z)- 1 - j+  i)A(~+m(z))lzAJ/A("(~))IzA. 
i=1 
Here the following notation is used: For CO ~ K[X, Y],, and z ~ F u {oo}, 
CO(z).'=CO(z, 1)and A(k)Izco:= (Oxkco)(z,'l)/k! if z~F, oi" 
CO(z):: CO(l, 0) and A(k)Izco:= (~rkco)(1, O)/k! if z = oo, 
where Ox and Or denote the partial derivatives with respect o X or Y, respectively. Note that 
in (2) only the arithmetic of a splitting field of A is used. 
REMARK 2. The binary form A(X, Y) computed by the algorithm of Theorem 2 has minimal 
degree among all nonzero binary forms that are apolar to the binary form P. 
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(Y)*--/I 
v~-O] 
(y).--/ 
(Y ) .L ' - -O  
+ 
j~-'r 
,it <--d + l - ) '  
d2f Y)~-- Y/z Z2( YJ + 8Af Y) 
T(Y?~-A f Y)-aYS f Y] 
V(Y)<--~(YI-aD(Y) 
Yes 
A (Y)~-- TrY) 1 
22 (Y)~- v(Y) i 
i 
8(Y)~--YB(Y) 
DfY)~- YD (Y] 
I 
B(Y)~--A(Y)/a 
D(Y)~- YJT(y)la 
u'~--r + l  - v 
AfY)*-TfY) 
JT(Y)<-- V(Y) 
f 
Fig. 1. The flowchart of the algorithm of Theorem 2. 
v~v+Ix 
A(Y).-y~A(y) 
+ 
~*-2~/.o.'l,s,_i 
r162 + (a-  r r "-jA ( Y) 
< ...... t 
EXAMPLES (revisited). (a) Let d = 5 and  
P = Xs+lOX~YB-30XZYS+5XY* -15Y  s. 
Then s o = 1, st  = 0, s2 = 1, s3 = 3, s ,  = 1, s s = 15, t = 3, and the a lgor i thm of Theorem 2 
proceeds as follows. 
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r 3 T(Y) V(Y) B(Y) D(Y) v A(Y) n(Y) 
1 --1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 -Y  1 1 0 1 1--Y 1 
1 -1  1 1 Y 0 1 1 
2 1 1 - y2 l I Y 2 1 -- y2 1 
3 3 1 -3Y-Y  2 I -3Y  Y y2 1 -3Y-Y  2 1 -3Y  
4 -9  l _3Y+8y2,  l _3Y+9y2 _~+89 _~y+89 3 1-3Y+8Y 2 1 -3Y+9Y 2 
5 36 l+Y-4Y2-4Y  a I+Y--3Y 2 _~y+~y2+~ya _88189 l+Y_4Y2_4ya l+Y_3y2  
Hence A(X, Y) = (X + Y)(X - 2 Y)(X + 2 Y) and f2(X, Y) = X 2 + X Y -  3 y2. Consequently, 
V={-1 , -2 ,2} ,  m(-1)  = m( -  2) = m(2) = l, 2( -1 ,0 )=1,  2 ( -2 ,0 )=-  88  and 
4(2, 0) = 88 which agrees with P = ( -  1; 0 ) -  88  0)+88 0). 
(b) Let d = 5 and 
P = X 5 -5X*Y+ 10X3Y 2 - 10X2Y 3 -5XY* -2y  5. 
Then So = 1, sl = 1, s2 = 1, sa = 1, s 4 = -- 1, s~ = 2, t = 3, and the algorithm of Theorem 2 
proceeds as follows. 
r 3 T(Y) V(Y) B(Y) D(Y) v A(Y) n(Y) 
1 --1 0 I 0 
0 1 1 -Y  1 1 0 1 I -Y  1 
1 0 Y 0 
2 0 y2 0 
3 0 ys 0 
4 -2  j=4 ,#t  = 2 - -2+2Y+Y 2 
5 3 3 y2_y3 -2+3Y 
Hence A(X, Y)=(X-Y)Y  z and Y~(X, Y)=-2X2+3XY.  Consequently, V= {1, o o}, 
re( l )= 1, m(oo)= 2, 4(1 ,0)= 1, 2(oo, 1 )=-2 ,  and 2(~,0)= 1, which agrees with 
P = (1; 0 )+(~;  0)--2(oo; i). 
(c) Let d = 5 and 
P = 3X s _ lOX4Y+4OXay2+4OXY4+8y s. 
Then So = 3, s 1 = 2, s2 = 4, Ss = 0, s,  = 8, s5 = -8 ,  t = 3, and the algorithm of Theorem 2 
proceeds as follows. 
r 6 T(Y) V(Y) B(Y) D(Y) v A(Y) fl(Y) 
1 --1 0 1 0 
0 3 1-3Y 3 89 0 1 1--3Y 3 
1 -7  1--~Y 3 89 0 1--]Y 3 
2 ~ 1--]Y--~Y 2 3 .]-88 ~sY 2 1 -]Y-~9 Ya 3 
3 -~ I+Y-2Y  a 3+5Y ]y_88 ~sy2 l+Y- -2Y 2 3+5Y 
4 0 ~yz_88 ~ya 
5 0 ~ya _88 ~y* 
Hence A(X, Y) = (X -Y ) (X+2Y)  and f~(X, Y) = 3X+5Y.  Consequently, V = {1, -2} ,  
m(1) = m( -2)  = 1, 4(1) = ~ and 4( -2 )  = 89 which agrees with P = ~(1; 0)+~}(-2;  0). 
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PROOF (of Theorem 2). Define an F-linear isomorphism L from F[X, Yle onto itself by 
sending 
to X*Y d-~, for i = 1, 2, ..., d. Then L maps 
P= ( -1 )  d- i  sa_iX~Y a-i to S= 2 ~ x,,-iya-i did- - iA  
i=0 i~O 
and (z;j) to <z;j) where 
<z;j> . , zf-jXa-irt 
t=J 
if z ~ F, and <z;j> = X~Y d-j if z = c0. Thus the problem of finding a representation 
re(z)- 1 
P = ~ ~ 2(z,j)(z;j) 
=~v j=o (**) 
of minimal ength, is equivalent to the problem of finding a representation 
m(z)- 1 
S= ~ ~ ~(z,j)<z; j> 
zEV j=O 
of minimal length, where V c F u { co}, Z~ ~ vm(z) < d + 1, 2(z, j) ~ F, and 2(z, re(z)- 1) # 0. 
But this problem arises also in algebraic oding theory when decoding up to the packing 
radius of an extended Reed-Solomon code. The only difference is that in coding theory the 
field K is finite and has positive characteristic. An iterative method to find a representation 
(**) of minimal ength has been devised by Berlekamp (1968) and extended by Diir (1987). 
Theorem 2 uses this algorithm in characteristic 0. Instead of computing a representation 
(**) of minimal ength directly, the algorithm rather computes binary forms A(X, Y) and 
Y2(X, Y) defined by 
A(X, Y) = I-I A~(X, Y) and ~(X, Y) = ~. fI=(X, Y)(A/A~)(X, Y), 
z~V zEg  
where 
re(z)- 1 
A=(X, Y)=(X-zY) "(~) and ~(X,Y)= ~ 2(z,j)W(X-zY) ''(~)-1-j, ifz ~ F, 
j=O 
or  
re(z)- I 
A:(X ,Y)=Y m(:) and IlJX, Y)= E 2(z,J) XjYm(=)-l-j, i fz=oo. 
j=0 
Note that A(X, Y) and fI(X, Y) have coefficients in K because A(X, Y) and fI(X, Y) are 
Gal(F/K)-invariant. Then the representation (**) can be recovered from the forms A(X, Y) 
and f2(X, Y) as described in part (2) of Theorem 2. The recursion formula for 2(z,j) follows 
by applying the operator A(/)lz to the defining equation f2--Z=~vfI=A/A=, using the 
product rule for differentiation, and observing that A(J-01=fl ~= 2(z, m(z)- l - j+i)  and 
A(~ = A(i+"(=))L~A. In coding theory, S(1, Y) is called the syndrome polynomial, 
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A(1, Y) is called the error locator polynomial, and A(1, Y) is called the error evaluator 
polynomial (see, e.g., Clark and Cain (1981)). Q.E.D. 
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